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INTRODUCTION
.
As 2020 brought us many challenges in
how we share stories, digital platforms
and online discussions brought us all
closer. Cinema Femme is the voice of
the female film experience, a mission
that is exemplified by our February
2021 showcase. Womxn all over the
world want to tell their stories, and
female filmmakers who bring these
stories to the screen should be shared!
For our February showcase, we have
selected five films for our main
competition. A six-month mentorship
will be awarded to the winning film's
filmmaker with Emmy-winning editor
and filmmaker Kate Hackett ("Cheer",
"Half the Picture", "Oleander")

Dianne Diep

Our five selected films are directed by
womxn that tell their stories in a
cinematic way. “Cloud Gazing” has us
look at the ordinary and see it
transform into the extraordinary.

In a similar beat, “A Morning, A Mother &
A Boy” follows the routine morning of a
mother and her four-year-old son.
“Monkey Bars” is a raw coming of age
story that features “Hereditary” star Milly
Shapiro. “Prom Time!” is a fun film about a
mother who finds herself transported to
her youth in a trippy way on the day of
her daughters’ prom night. And we end
our short-block showcase with “Letter to
My Mother,” which tells an essential story
of a trans woman dealing with their
childhood trauma.
And finally, our selected spotlight film
from Gambia "MÉBÉT", is a shattering film
that shines a light on girls being forced
into marriage at a young age. The film is
based on a story written by Jama Jack
and based on the experiences of a real
woman who was forced to marry as a
young girl. A panel will pair with the film
moderated by director Oluwaseun
Babalola (SOJU).

SELECTED FILMS
CLOUD GAZING (USA) - DIRECTED BY DIANNE DIEP
After her umpteenth move in NYC, a woman and her best friend
embark on a journey through imagination to a place of child-like
wonder.
A MORNING, A MOTHER & A BOY (DENMARK) - DIRECTED BY
KATRINE WEBER
An everyday drama portraying one morning in the life of a mother
and her 4 year old son. We follow the mother and child through all
the morning routines while the boy tries to stretch out time to
avoid going to kindergarten. But there is no way out. The
separation between the two is inevitable as it is for most parents
and children in Denmark every day. The film is a slice of life and a
(self-)portrait about motherhood and its dilemmas that many
parents will recognise from their own lives.

Katrine Weber

MONKEY BARS (USA)- DIRECTED BY JACQUELINE XERRI
When fourteen-year-old Maggie and her two best friends hang out
with older guys they meet on Facebook, a crush on a complicated
boy unravels into a twisted trance fueled by Four Lokos and naive
infatuation.
MÉBÉT (GAMBIA)- STORY BY
PROM TIME! (USA) - DIRECTED BY JESSICA LIU
JEMA JACK
Upon overhearing her teen daughters recount
MÉBÉT tells the story of one
their dating experiences while getting ready

on prom night, Judy accidentally drugs herself
with Chinese herbal medicine spiraling her
into a gaudy sexual fantasy with the class
hunk.
LETTER TO MY MOTHER (IRAN/GERMANY) DIRECTED BY AMINA MAHER
A heartfelt letter to tell the mother the most
painful of secrets. Amina, who in 2002 was the
small protagonist of "Ten" by Kiarostami is now
a transgender director who tries to make her
voice heard, understood, and be understood.

Jama Jack

girl’s attempt to turn the
tragedies of the past into
lessons for the future. It is a
conversation across generations
to deliver positive change. The
film showcases
aspects of West-African culture
to counter the negative
narratives about the continent,
and portray the reality of our
journeys through stories of
resilience and hope.

HOW TO FEST
How do I watch the films?
Visit our festival platform xerb.tv/channel/cinemafemme/virtual-events
Click on register for Competition Short Block ("Cloud Gazing", "A Morning, A
Mother & A Boy", "Monkey Bars", "Prom Time!", "Letter to My Mother") or "Mebet"
screening, or fest pass that will get you in to both virtual events. Set up an
account, pay by CC or PayPal, and you're set! Tickets go on sale 1/29/21.

How much does it cost to stream?
$20 to watch Competition Short Block, $10 to watch "Mebet", and $25 to buy a
pass for both

When are the films available?
Films are available to screen on the platform from February 1 - 28, 2021. Note that
you can only view the films during the month of February.

Jessica Liu

How do we watch LIVE events, and where?
Our website (cinemafemme.com) will be streaming LIVE through our YouTube
channel. Pre-recorded LIVE events will be included on our platform page. LIVE
events are free.

LIVE EVENTS
TRIBUTE EVENT WITH DAWN PORTER - 2/19/21 9 PM
EST
Moderated by Rebecca Martin (Festival Director of
Cinema Femme Short Film Showcase and Managing
Editor of Cinema Femme magazine
LIVE Q&A WITH SHOWCASE FILMMAKERS - 2/20/21 2
PM EST
Moderated by Patricia Vidal Delgado ("La Leyenda
Negra")
LIVE Q&A WITH "MÉBÉT" TEAM - 2/21/21 2 PM EST

Amina Maher

Moderated by Oluwaseun Babalola (“SOJU”)

THANK YOU
KATE HACKETT - FEBRUARY 2021 MENTOR
DAWN PORTER - TRIBUTE EVENT
PATRICIA VIDAL DELGADO - COMPETITION BLOCK
MODERATOR
OLUWASEUN BABALOLA - MÉBÉT Q&A MODERATOR
AND JUDGE
VERONICA MILES- DEVELOPMENT, OPERATIONS,
MAIN COMPETION JUDGE
DAWN BORCHARDT- MAIN COMPETITION JUDGE
ERICA DUFFY - MAIN COMPETITION JUDGE

Jacqueline Xerri
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DAWN PORTER
Award-winning filmmaker, producer, and mental health/social
justice advocate Dawn Porter has emerged in the entertainment
industry as a leader in the art of storytelling; directing and
producing critically acclaimed projects that have impacted
generations of people from all walks of life. In 2020 Porter’s two
poignant documentaries, “The Way I See It” (Focus Features)
which is a look into two American presidencies, Ronald Reagan
and Barack Obama from the lens of official White House
photographer Pete Souza, and “John Lewis: Good Trouble”
(Magnolia Pictures), the story of the congressman and civil rights
icon, have been praised by critics and audiences alike.
“The Way I See It” premiered at the Toronto International Film
Festival ahead of a limited theatrical release during the
Coronavirus pandemic and a record-breaking release on MSNBC,
handing the cable news network its highest-rating Friday night
ever. Media raved: “The Way I See It” is “a galvanizing
documentary” (Entertainment Weekly), “a welcome reminder of
what executive dignity looks like” (The Los Angeles Times),
“could carry on being relevant to audiences for decades to
come” (Variety), and “impeccably crafted and consistently
engaging” (The New York Times). Porter’s award-winning work
“John Lewis: Good Trouble” has been met with equal acclaim,
being called “bursting with inspiration both powerful and
essential” (Film Inquiry), “of importance now more than ever”
(Salon.com), and “an intimate homage to both the legend and
the man, as spry and lively as Lewis himself” (RogerEbert.com).
Kicking off the 2021 award season, Porter received Mill Valley
Film Festival’s prestigious 2020 Mind the Gap Award for
Documentarian of the Year. In addition, both of her
documentaries received a slew of Critics’ Choice Documentary
Awards nominations, with wins for Best Political Documentary
(“John Lewis: Good Trouble”) & Best Score (“The Way I See It”),
with Oscar buzz trailing behind.
As a two-time Sundance film festival director, Porter discovered
her passion for filmmaking following her time as an attorney.

Dawn Porter captures an awe-inspiring
legacy in “John Lewis: Good Trouble”

She made her feature directorial debut in 2013 with “Gideon's
Army,” which premiered on HBO, was nominated for an
Independent Spirit Award and an Emmy, won Best Editing at
Sundance, and is now part of the U.S. Department of State’s
American Film Showcase. Her 2016 film “Trapped,” which
explores laws regulating abortion clinics in the South, won the
Special Jury Social-Impact Prize at the Sundance Film Festival,
and a Peabody Award (to name a few). Additional film directing
credits for Porter include PBS’ “Spies of Mississippi” and The
Discovery Channel’s “Rise: The Promise of My Brother’s Keeper.”
On the television front, Porter directed Netflix’s 2018 four-part
series “Bobby Kennedy for President” and is set to direct and
executive produce Oprah Winfrey and Prince Harry’s upcoming
documentary series on mental illness and mental well-being for
Apple TV+.

KATE HACKETT
Kate Hackett is an Emmy winning
editor, known for her editing work on
the critically acclaimed Netflix
documentary series “Cheer” and “Last
Chance U”.
She has also edited multiple feature
films, including the Sundance premiere
“Half The Picture”, which investigated
systemic discrimination in the film
industry by interviewing notable
directors including Ava DuVernay,
Penelope Spheeris and Gina PrinceBythewood. She was the 2018 Sundance
Institute Sally Menke Editing Fellow.
As a director, her art films for largescale concerts have been exhibited
nationally and internationally. These
projects include the multimedia
concert “Portals”, featuring violinist Tim
Fain, which was the premiere of Philip
Glass’s “Partita For Solo Violin”.
Her short film “Oleander”, which she
wrote and directed, stars Emily
Robinson (“Transparent”), Peri Gilpin
(“Frasier”) and Jennifer Lafleur (“Room
104”). It premiered at HollyShorts Film
Festival and won Best Director, Short
Film at The Method Fest Film Festival.
Emmy winning editor Kate Hackett
discusses her directorial debut “Oleander”

OLUWASEUN BABALOLA
Oluwaseun Babalola is a Sierra LeoneanNigerian New Yorker, director, and producer.
She created the company DO Global
Productions to pursue her passions for
Black/African content and directed “SòOJU”,
an award-winning documentary series
celebrating the diversity of youth culture in
Africa. The series was filmed in Nigeria, Sierra
Leone, Kenya, Ghana, Ivory Coast, Botswana,
and Spain.
She has worked as producer for CNN, HBO,
CNBC, PBS and The Africa Channel, and coproduced the feature documentaries,
“Trichster” and “Picture A Scientist”, a Tribeca
Film Festival selection. Outside of film and
television, her photography was featured in
the shadomag photo exhibition of female
photographers, I Am A Woman: Global
Womxnhood, exhibited in London, 2020.
Oluwaseun travels with her films, speaking at
institutions and universities about the
importance of documentary as cultural
preservation. She has initiatives to support
capacity building in creative industries in
Africa, which has placed her as a cohort of
Global Startup Ecosystems’ Africa Digital
Accelerator and the inaugural Creative
Producer Indaba Residency, hosted by EAVE,
Realness Institute, IFFR Pro and Sundance
Institute.
Currently she is developing her first feature as
director, a narrative/documentary-hybrid
about gender parity in Nigeria.

Oluwaseun Babalola explores modern day Africa through
her web series ‘SOJU’

PATRICIA VIDAL DELGADO
Patricia Vidal Delgado is the writer and
director of short films ‘Bué Sabi’, ‘Isa’, ‘Ico’,
’88’, ‘The Hood’ and ‘Caroline’. Her work has
screened at both national and international
film festivals including the Raindance Film
Festival, Philadelphia Film Festival, Curtas Vila
do Conde International Short Film Festival and
the IndieLisboa International Film Festival.
Delgado’s films have garnered a total of 11
wins and 40 nominations. ‘La Leyenda Negra’,
her feature film debut, premiered at the 2020
Sundance Film Festival in the NEXT category
and is currently streaming on HBO MAX. As of
March 2020, Patricia is a Sundance Institute
Film Two Fellow and is represented by the
talent agency Luber Roklin.

"I grew up in Portugal, that’s
where I’m from. I started
making shorts in Portugal,
and I realized if I really
wanted to have a career as a
director, I was better off
leaving to the United States.
The Portugal film industry is
still very small, and there is
still a lot of resistance
against female filmmakers,
especially young ones."
Patricia Vidal
Delgado
Patricia Vidal Delgado breaks through biases in “La
Leyenda Negra"

LETTER FROM THE
FESTIVAL DIRECTOR
Cinema Femme means the world to me. In
fact, every day since 2018, I've dedicated
myself in some way in elevating womxn in
film. This came from my love for cinema and
my passion for empowering women and the
underrepresented. I'm so happy that I was
able to coordinate this festival, particularly
during this era of the pandemic. In these
times that have been so uncertain, what has
Rebecca Martin, Festival Director

remained certain is the power of stories, and
the power of stories represented onscreen.
There is a crazy amount of emerging
filmmaker talent out there, and if I can help in
any way on my platform to connect these
female-identifying and non-binary emerging
filmmakers to the right people and to help
them sustain their careers, I've done my job.
My dream is to see one or more of these
womxn accepting an Oscar and thanking the
people or the mentor they met through our
Womxn to Womxn in Film mentorship
program.
I hope you enjoy these five films showcased on
our platform by womxn from all over the
world, and our Spotlight film, "MÉBÉT", from
Gambia! I'm also thrilled to welcome
documentary filmmaker Dawn Porter to share
more about her inspiring work with us. More
details to come, thank you for watching, and I
hope you enjoy our February Showcase films
and events. Keep up to date at
cinemafemme.com.

